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Release highlights 

Final step of Mail Segmentation in ClearView  

It is complete:  As of ClearView CRM v.2.7.7, you can find the entire Mail Segmentation function in ClearView.  

You saw phase one, Selection, in the last release. Phase two, Segmentation, appears in this release.  

 

As with Selection, Segmentation employs a clean, clear wizard that takes you through all the steps needed to 

produce a targeted, segmented list ready for export to a direct-mail agency or other vendor.   

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Explanations guide your choices of the criteria that analyze prospects in the mailing table, the appeals you assign to 

them, and output considerations. 

 

 
 

If you hadn’t previously used the Selection/Segmentation tools in Operational Tools, now’s the time to have your 

Account Manager discuss their capabilities and determine how your organization might benefit now that they’re in 

ClearView. 

  

Export Utility  

Exporting from a range of data sources (e.g., Receipts, Mailing Segmentation, Payment Acknowledgements, and 

more) is the job of another of the utilities newly in ClearView. The Export Utility also provides a wizard to direct 

your choices of data sources and formatting, then allows you to schedule your export run. 

 



 

 

 

New filter multi-selects in Reports 

 

Choose any 

number of options 

in the Reports 

Category and 

Type filters. Multi-

select is also 

available in 

Administration/ 

Reports.  

 

 

Full list of completed work 

New features 

Reference no. Description 

CV-6755 The Export Utility, previously available only in Operational Tools, is now 

available in ClearView. Admins must add the Export Utility Tool Access 

permission to users’ roles before they can use this tool. 

CV-6873 The Segmentation Utility, previously available only in Operational Tools, is 

now available in ClearView.  Admins must add the Segmentation Tool 

Access permission to users’ roles before they can use this tool. 

CV-6874 The Procedure Utility, which allows clients to run custom scripts, is now 

available in ClearView CRM.  Admins must add the Procedure Utility Tool 

Access permission to users’ roles before they can use this tool. 

Improved features 

Reference no. Description 

CV-6784 The full words “Yes” and “No” now appear anywhere a “Y/N” flag exists in 

ClearView CRM. Likewise, the actual greeting text appears in the Greeting 

https://jira.softrek.com/browse/CV-6755
https://jira.softrek.com/browse/CV-6873
https://jira.softrek.com/browse/CV-6874
https://jira.softrek.com/browse/CV-6784


 

Preference field. 

CV-6795 Users can now access Registration Gifts from the Registration "Go To" menu. 

CV-6826 A “back” navigation button is available more widely on pages in Settings, 

Administration, and Utilities. 

CV-6840 In the Report Library and Administration/Reports, users can now choose 

more than one option in the Category and Type search filters. Chosen 

options also display at the top of the list. 

CV-6864 Cache reloading/clearing and syncing between servers now occurs hourly 

so that renamed labels display correctly. 

CV-6885 Batch templates now display a blue “T” icon to distinguish them from actual 

batches. 

CV-6888 A new secondary sort order helps logically organize the Recent Batches list. 

Sort by Operator, Descriptions, or Batch Date, and the secondary sort 

organizes the list by descending Batch Number. 

CV-6893 If an organization uses the “Hide Soft Credits” Application Setting, the full-

page Payment Data Table will no longer include Soft Credits, especially with 

the use of the “All” selection on the table’s View filter. 

CV-6907 Several minor UI items in ClearView have been improved. 

Fixes 

Reference no. Description 

CV-6268 If a user is conducting an Advanced Prospect Search in Internet Explorer, the 

Enter key now executes Search. 

CV-6792 The preferred sort order on a dashboard panel now passes through to the full 

data table view. 

CV-6884 Batch Header descriptions longer than 15 characters now display in the 

sidebar list with an ellipsis at the end; when users hover over the description, 

the full description pops up. 

CV-6918 When users fill in fields like Notes and Remarks in Edit-All mode, the Enter to 

Save keyboard shortcut is disabled. In these instances, pressing Enter will 

move users to a new paragraph in the field. 

CV-6920 The “pre-bound connection” error no longer occurs when a SQL or custom 

content query is killed. 

CV-6923 The Data Dictionary that users access from the SQL Query Tool now displays 

the correct information for any given selected table. 

CV-6925 The Save & View option in Batch Detail pages no longer creates an error. 

 

Setup notes for installed clients 

ClearView’s system default Jaspersoft version is now 6.2. JasperServer 5.6.1 will continue to work with Clearview, 

however you may need to update your organization's compatibility setting so that the application works correctly. 

Contact your account manager if you’re interested in upgrading to Jasper 6.2.1. 

Installed clients can contact Client Services with any inquiries regarding upgrading ClearView and JasperReports: 

support@softrek.com. 

Core donor database version 

ClearView 2.7.7 requires a minimum PledgeMaker schema version of 4.7.3.3. Additionally, ClearView 2.0+ requires 

Oracle Database version 11g.  ClearView 2.7.7 requires Java 7 (JDK 1.7) to be installed on the server on which it 

runs. 

https://jira.softrek.com/browse/CV-6795
https://jira.softrek.com/browse/CV-6826
https://jira.softrek.com/browse/CV-6840
https://jira.softrek.com/browse/CV-6864
https://jira.softrek.com/browse/CV-6885
https://jira.softrek.com/browse/CV-6888
https://jira.softrek.com/browse/CV-6893
https://jira.softrek.com/browse/CV-6907
https://jira.softrek.com/browse/CV-6268
https://jira.softrek.com/browse/CV-6792
https://jira.softrek.com/browse/CV-6884
https://jira.softrek.com/browse/CV-6918
https://jira.softrek.com/browse/CV-6920
https://jira.softrek.com/browse/CV-6923
https://jira.softrek.com/browse/CV-6925


 

Workstation requirements and supported browsers 

To obtain the best performance results with ClearView CRM, workstations should have the following 

specifications (at minimum): 

 Intel Core 2 Duo or equivalent 

 2GB of RAM 

 1280x1024 desktop resolution 

 Broadband Internet connection (business-level DSL, cable, fiber-optic, etc.)  

Having several applications running concurrently in an operating system can negatively affect any software 

application's performance. Using ClearView CRM on a modern, high-end workstation will mean better, more 

responsive performance. Using ClearView CRM on an older PC running many applications at the same time will 

likely result in less-than-optimum performance. Following the above guidelines allows ClearView CRM to offer 

users the best possible experience. 

The following browsers are officially tested and supported for use with ClearView CRM: Internet Explorer 9+, 

Firefox 8+, Chrome 15+. 

Previous versions of Internet Explorer, Firefox and Chrome, as well as the Safari browser, have not been tested 

and are not officially supported. We recommend you use the latest version of any supported browser. 

Client Services contact information 

If you have questions, please contact Client Services: 

support@softrek.com 

800.442.9211 

716.691.2828 (fax) 

 

SofTrek Corporation 

30 Bryant Woods North 

Amherst, N.Y. 14228 

 

 


